Internet of Things (IoT) technologies are undeniably already all around us, as we stand at the cusp of the next generation of IoT technologies. Indeed, the next-generation of IoT technologies are evolving before IoT technologies have been fully adopted, and smart dust IoT technology is one such example. The concept of smart dust IoT technology, which features very small devices with low computing power, is a revolutionary and innovative concept that enables many things that were previously unimaginable, but at the same time creates unresolved problems. One of the biggest problems is the bottlenecks in data transmission that can be caused by this large number of devices. The bottleneck problem was solved with the Dual Plane Development Kit (DPDK) architecture. However, the DPDK solution created an unexpected new problem, which is called the mixed packet problem. The mixed packet problem, which occurs when a large number of data packets and control packets mix and change at a rapid rate, can slow a system significantly. In this paper, we propose a dynamic partitioning algorithm that solves the mixed packet problem by physically separating the planes and using a learning algorithm to determine the ratio of separated planes. In addition, we propose a training data model eXtended Permuted Frame (XPF) that innovatively increases the number of training data to reflect the packet characteristics of the system. By solving the mixed packet problem in this way, it was found that the proposed dynamic partitioning algorithm performed about 72% better than the general DPDK environment, and 88% closer to the ideal environment.
Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) involves a close connection between the physical world and the digital world [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm, many of the objects that surround us will be connected to a network in one form or another [6] . IoT is already incorporated in many fields (e.g., transportation, smart city, smart home, smart health, smart home, e-governance, assisted living, e-education, retail, logistics, agriculture, automation, industrial manufacturing, and business/process management, etc.) around us, so we are experiencing IoT technologies directly and indirectly [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] .
In its original concept, smart dust integrated microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) sensors, a semiconductor laser diode and MEMS beam-steering mirror for active optical transmission, a MEMS corner-cube retroreflector for passive optical transmission, an optical receiver, signal-processing and control circuitry, and a power source based on thick-film batteries and solar cells [8] . In a broad sense, smart dust technology, which falls under the category of IoT, is a technology that can measure and manage the surrounding temperature, humidity, acceleration, and pressure, etc. via the wireless network [8] [9] [10] . Sometimes, a smart dust environment can easily collect information around the devices, but it is deployed in areas that are difficult to access, which makes it challenging to manage and repair [3] . Airborne distribution is a useful means of placing devices in environments that are The system consists of dust devices, relay dust devices, processing node pool, pool controller, and learning processor. Dust devices are very small sensors that collect information about the environment around them, and which may or may not also have a very small amount of computing power. Relay devices are the same as the dust device, and only add the ability to relay packets to the dust device. That is, the relay device is a dust device capable of transmitting data of a lower node to an upper node of the network. A processing node pool is a group of nodes called processing nodes. These have either a data or a control plane depending on the type of packet that they can process. If a node has control planes, it becomes a control plane node (CP-Node); if the node has data planes, it becomes a data plane node (DP-Node). Their roles are not fixed, and can be switched by the pool controller depending on the ratio of packets in the current system. The pool controller requests the learning processor to predict the ratio of processing nodes that is most suitable for the current system, and manages the ratio of processing nodes according to the predicted ratio. The learning processor that predicts the ratio of CP-Nodes to DP-Nodes is the focus of this paper.
Software Configuration of the System
In this system, device and relay device operate as a simulation. The introduction is omitted because it only serves to relay packets. The core software parts are the Pool Controller part and the Learning Processor part. These receive the packet from the relay devices, create it into a suitable data (extension permuted frame) for the system, utilize it as training data, and finally determine the node that provides the service.
When a packet is received from the outside of the system to the receive module of the pool controller, the packet is immediately delivered to the learning processor. The learning processor collects the received packet using an internal collector module to process the packet into the The system consists of dust devices, relay dust devices, processing node pool, pool controller, and learning processor. Dust devices are very small sensors that collect information about the environment around them, and which may or may not also have a very small amount of computing power. Relay devices are the same as the dust device, and only add the ability to relay packets to the dust device. That is, the relay device is a dust device capable of transmitting data of a lower node to an upper node of the network. A processing node pool is a group of nodes called processing nodes. These have either a data or a control plane depending on the type of packet that they can process. If a node has control planes, it becomes a control plane node (CP-Node); if the node has data planes, it becomes a data plane node (DP-Node). Their roles are not fixed, and can be switched by the pool controller depending on the ratio of packets in the current system. The pool controller requests the learning processor to predict the ratio of processing nodes that is most suitable for the current system, and manages the ratio of processing nodes according to the predicted ratio. The learning processor that predicts the ratio of CP-Nodes to DP-Nodes is the focus of this paper.
When a packet is received from the outside of the system to the receive module of the pool controller, the packet is immediately delivered to the learning processor. The learning processor collects the received packet using an internal collector module to process the packet into the appropriate data used by the system. The collected packets are made of eXtended Permuted Frame (XPF) to serve as training data. XPF is used as training data to train the network. After that, it returns the Rd (the ratio of data plane) that is learned by the module responsible for learning to the pool controller. The pool controller, which grasped the packet trend of the entire system with Rd, selects a suitable control-plane node in the system and handles the packet. Figure 2 illustrates this process.
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A Prediction Algorithm for the Dynamic Plane
To dynamically control the ratio of the processing nodes, it is necessary to predict the ratio of packets generated in the entire system in the future. The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [16] and the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) are generally known to outperform the ANN. CNN's convolution operation solves problems such as the disappearance of backpropagation and slowing speed on ANN by leaving the relationship of each input vector or compressing specific information. This means that CNN is designed to be specific to images in which pixels are closely related [17] . For this reason, it is not appropriate to apply simple CNN to packets whose data-specific meaning is more important than the relationship of each data.
The RNN is designed to facilitate the processing of natural language because the location of input data is designed to be meaningful [18] . This would seem to be applicable to this system, which predicts the proportion of packets. However, if we examine the problem in detail, it is apparent that we need to predict a system-wide trend rather than predict the type of the next packet. In addition, for the RNN to be meaningful, there must be a relationship between the current packet and the next packet, but we assume that the packets are independent of each other, so a simple RNN is not suitable for this system. Furthermore, RNN is not suitable for us because the proposed system is not intended to send packets sequentially and has no meaning in the sequence.
Both the CNN and the RNN are designed based on the ANN, and the shallower layers are designed to be less sensitive to data and require less learning time than the CNN or the RNN, provided that there is no risk of backpropagation loss and that the input data is not large. The ANN is used in this system because it is necessary and meaningful results can be expected. Figure 3 shows the structure of the ANN in this system. We have limited the number of layers to two so that the ANN's backpropagation values do not disappear. The number of neurons at each layer was limited to 256 in consideration of the fact that our input was limited to 128 bytes.
The training data input to the network is provided in the form of eXtended Permuted Frame (XPF), which will be described later. At this time, the data of each XPF is transformed into one 
Both the CNN and the RNN are designed based on the ANN, and the shallower layers are designed to be less sensitive to data and require less learning time than the CNN or the RNN, provided that there is no risk of backpropagation loss and that the input data is not large. The ANN is used in this system because it is necessary and meaningful results can be expected. Figure 3 shows the structure of the ANN in this system. We have limited the number of layers to two so that the ANN's backpropagation values do not disappear. The number of neurons at each layer was limited to 256 in consideration of the fact that our input was limited to 128 bytes. times the packet size (128 bytes). An XPF is provided as a training set, and training data are provided as a PF. That is, a PF is used for each calculation to train the network. An XPF can be said to be one big frame with various training data (PF). When N is 100, the size of the PF is 1,280,000 bytes, as long as they share the same GT. When N is 100, the size of the PF is 1,280,000 bytes. A PF sharing the same GT is treated as one training data. This means that 10,000 packets are treated as one training data. We have dealt with eight 4-byte data in our previous studies [12, 14, 15] and dealt with network environments using TCP/IP. The system is also designed to run on top of the system from previous studies [15] . The packet of the previous study designed a 32-byte space that can handle 40 bytes of TCP/IP headers, 40 bytes of routing information for indicating internal paths, 4 bytes of packet type information and 32 bytes of sending data (8, 4 bytes) . In addition, a total of 128 bytes of packets were designed with an extra 12 bytes of space for ease of expansion by adding data [15] .
The data used in the training of the prediction algorithm is provided in a fixed size of 128 bytes and grouped according to parameters. There are several reasons for using special training data:
(1) Data of variable size must be fixed to pass through the ANN, resulting in overhead.
(2) Data of a fixed size can distinguish the kind of packet by whether the specific byte is set without a full parsing of the packet. (3) Batching multiple pieces of data together rather than processing a single piece of data has an overall processing speed advantage.
In the field of image processing and learning, data permutation is a widely used standard for increasing training data [20] . The eXtended Permuted Frame (XPF) in this paper serves as a data extension in terms of packets. The XPF makes it possible to use the same packet as various types of training data by changing its position in the frame and reusing it in another frame. If you write the system-specified XPF, the packet can be reduced by more than 20%. However, this not only breaks The training data input to the network is provided in the form of eXtended Permuted Frame (XPF), which will be described later. At this time, the data of each XPF is transformed into one dimension and provided to L1 which has 256 nodes. In the final stage of the learning network, L2 uses the Softmax function [16] to output real values (4 bytes). We also use Adam [19] as an optimizer to train nodes on the network (learning rate = 0.001, epoch = 10).
The size of the XPF given as input is determined by the size of N, calculated from the IV in the step of the XPF generation process. For example, if N is calculated as 100, the size of XPF is 1,000,000 times the packet size (128 bytes). An XPF is provided as a training set, and training data are provided as a PF. That is, a PF is used for each calculation to train the network. An XPF can be said to be one big frame with various training data (PF). When N is 100, the size of the PF is 1,280,000 bytes, as long as they share the same GT. When N is 100, the size of the PF is 1,280,000 bytes. A PF sharing the same GT is treated as one training data. This means that 10,000 packets are treated as one training data. 1,280,000 bytes of data are sequentially given to 256 L1 nodes.
We have dealt with eight 4-byte data in our previous studies [12, 14, 15] and dealt with network environments using TCP/IP. The system is also designed to run on top of the system from previous studies [15] . The packet of the previous study designed a 32-byte space that can handle 40 bytes of TCP/IP headers, 40 bytes of routing information for indicating internal paths, 4 bytes of packet type information and 32 bytes of sending data (8, 4 bytes) . In addition, a total of 128 bytes of packets were designed with an extra 12 bytes of space for ease of expansion by adding data [15] .
In the field of image processing and learning, data permutation is a widely used standard for increasing training data [20] . The eXtended Permuted Frame (XPF) in this paper serves as a data Sensors 2020, 20, 1364 6 of 16 extension in terms of packets. The XPF makes it possible to use the same packet as various types of training data by changing its position in the frame and reusing it in another frame. If you write the system-specified XPF, the packet can be reduced by more than 20%. However, this not only breaks the general-purpose nature of the system, which can handle various data, but also ignores the cost of data compression. In short, we did not compress the data because we thought the loss of the general-purpose nature of the system would outweigh the cost-compression advantage.
Data and control packets are combined with each other to form packets in the system. Since each of them is a single entity, it is difficult (and may be impossible) to predict the ratio and tendency of the data in the system with only one piece of data. Therefore, we use the collected data and control packets to perform data permutation, which permuted and amends the data. This not only solves the problem of tendency (combined pattern) predictions, but also by increasing the training data, you can expect to increase accuracy. As such, we define the following concepts to efficiently extend training data and to better predict packet trends:
•
The Cell is the minimum space to hold a packet.
The Permuted Frame (PF) is a set of Cells with a Ground Truth (GT).
The eXtended Permuted Frame (XPF) is a set of PFs to contain multiple PF patterns.
In addition, the Permuted Frame step performed prior to entering the training phase proceeds in the order shown in Figure 4 . the general-purpose nature of the system, which can handle various data, but also ignores the cost of data compression. In short, we did not compress the data because we thought the loss of the generalpurpose nature of the system would outweigh the cost-compression advantage. Data and control packets are combined with each other to form packets in the system. Since each of them is a single entity, it is difficult (and may be impossible) to predict the ratio and tendency of the data in the system with only one piece of data. Therefore, we use the collected data and control packets to perform data permutation, which permuted and amends the data. This not only solves the problem of tendency (combined pattern) predictions, but also by increasing the training data, you can expect to increase accuracy. As such, we define the following concepts to efficiently extend training data and to better predict packet trends:
In addition, the Permuted Frame step performed prior to entering the training phase proceeds in the order shown in Figure 4 .
Step Pseudocode Before explaining the procedure in detail, we explain the parameters and equations. Rd is the ratio of data packets, and Rc is the ratio of control packets. These have the same relationship as Equations (1) and (2):
IV (Initial Value) is the initial value of the procedure for calculating Rd. IV is a parameter that significantly affects the accuracy of prediction, the size of XPF, and the learning speed, so it should be chosen carefully. IV is a parameter that affects other parameter calculations and should be given in 10 form. In addition, if IV is given in 10 form, it is easy to utilize log.
The variable N means the number of cells that PF can have. N cells constitute a PF, and the cells of a PF share the same GT. In other words, PF can be defined as Cells sharing the same GT. If IV is given in 10 form, the variable N can be assigned the same value as IV (N is equal to IV). But if you did not stick to the form, then you need to calculate N through the following Equation (3).
The variable N and the variable S can be calculated by simply repeating the calculation when writing a program, but we designed Equations (3) and (4) to help provide a more concise and intuitive understanding. The variable N calculated through Equation (3) is used to determine the number of Before explaining the procedure in detail, we explain the parameters and equations. Rd is the ratio of data packets, and Rc is the ratio of control packets. These have the same relationship as Equations (1) and (2):
IV (Initial Value) is the initial value of the procedure for calculating Rd. IV is a parameter that significantly affects the accuracy of prediction, the size of XPF, and the learning speed, so it should be chosen carefully. IV is a parameter that affects other parameter calculations and should be given in 10 N form. In addition, if IV is given in 10 N form, it is easy to utilize log.
The variable N means the number of cells that PF can have. N cells constitute a PF, and the cells of a PF share the same GT. In other words, PF can be defined as Cells sharing the same GT. If IV is given in 10 N form, the variable N can be assigned the same value as IV (N is equal to IV). But if you did not stick to the form, then you need to calculate N through the following Equation (3).
The variable N and the variable S can be calculated by simply repeating the calculation when writing a program, but we designed Equations (3) and (4) to help provide a more concise and intuitive understanding. The variable N calculated through Equation (3) is used to determine the number of cells in a PF. The variable S calculated through Equation (4) means the interval step of Rd between different PFs. If the size of IV increases, then the size of the variable N increases and the size of the variable S decreases. For example, if IV is set to 90, the variable N is calculated 100 and the variable S as 0.01, and if IV is set to 900, the variable N is calculated as 1000 and the variable S as 0.001. This calculation means that when the IV is set to 900, the memory (ratio gap) is consumed as much as 10 times more (closer) than when IV is 90:
S means the step of GT to be given to PF. In other words, S is an interval between the Rds each PF has. S is closely related to IV and N, as can be seen in Equation (4).
Now that we have introduced the parameters, let us introduce the procedure of the algorithm. The proposed algorithm goes through six steps.
In step 1, the hyper parameter IV is set, and the other parameters (N and S) are calculated from it. When calculating N and S, Equations (3) and (4) are used, as previously described. In step 2, we create a cell, the smallest unit of the proposed algorithm. A cell is made in the same size as a packet because it is created to store a packet. A cell can be recognized as a packet with all bytes set to zero. A cell is an empty packet. In step 3, the cell is duplicated to create a PF. This step simply repeats N times. Since all cells in a PF share the same GT, one GT property is sufficient. The GT is the ratio of the data plane node. In step 4, the GT shared by all cells is initialized to S. After being assigned to a GT, S increases by step (like the first S calculated). The step is assigned the same value as S when S is first calculated. In other words, step is the step by which the ratio increases. In step 5, PF is duplicated N times to create PFs. The reason for the need for PFs is that even within the same ratio, the internal packet configuration can be different. For example, when 1 means data packet and 0 means control packet, 1100 and 0011 look like completely different combinations, but GT in the PF is 0.5 for both. The final step is to duplicate the various combinations of PFs N times to create an XPF. PFs have only one GT because the PFs in the PFs share the same GT. As such, it is necessary to extend the PFs with a combination of PFs composed of various ratios, which is called XPF.
Example of XPF Generation Process
To help you understand how XPF is generated, we have prepared an example. Figure 5 shows a PF generated by duplicating a cell and assigned GT. In this example, the hyper parameter IV is set to 10. And, for simplicity the packet size is reduced to 10 bytes (the actual packet size 128 bytes, though).
In the first step, calculate N and S by substituting 10 for IV in Equations (3) and (4) . N is 10 (equals 10 log(10) ) and S is 0.1 (equals 10 − log(10) ). The 3-parameter calculations for the proposed algorithm were done simply. Immediately after the parameter calculation, a cell that is the same size as a packet is created.
In the third step, a cell is duplicated N times (N = 10) to make a PF. It is important to note that each cell is still empty. Another thing to note is the addition of Attribute GT under PF. PF is assigned a value in S in the fourth step.
In the fifth step, PF is expanded once again by N times. When PF simply expands, it shares the same GT (when implementing the program, GT can be assigned to each PF for convenience). Figure 6 shows the PFs once again expanded N times. to 10. And, for simplicity the packet size is reduced to 10 bytes (the actual packet size 128 bytes, though).
In the first step, calculate N and S by substituting 10 for IV in Equations (3) and (4) . N is 10 (equals 10 ⌈ ⌉ ) and S is 0.1 (equals 10 ⌈ ⌉ ). The 3-parameter calculations for the proposed algorithm were done simply. Immediately after the parameter calculation, a cell that is the same size as a packet is created. In the third step, a cell is duplicated N times (N = 10) to make a PF. It is important to note that each cell is still empty. Another thing to note is the addition of Attribute GT under PF. PF is assigned a value in S in the fourth step.
In the fifth step, PF is expanded once again by N times. When PF simply expands, it shares the same GT (when implementing the program, GT can be assigned to each PF for convenience). Figure  6 shows the PFs once again expanded N times. In the sixth step, the PFs are once again expanded to N times eXtended PF (XPF). In this step, the PFs are not only expanded by N times, but the GT of each PF is increased by S steps. That is, S is incremented by S each loop (S = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, …, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}). Figure 7 shows the result of step 6. If each step is successful, then the size of XPF becomes (Packet Size × ). In this example, N is 10 and packet size is 10, so the size of XPF is 10,000 bytes. Also, the total number of packets that can be contained in an XPF is 1000 ( ). This means that we should have at least 20,000 training packets collected. A GT means an Rd. Therefore, a PF with a GT of 1.0 should only be filled with data packets. This means that we should have at least 10,000 data packets collected. In contrast, a PF with a GT of 0.0 should only be filled with control packets. Thus, in conclusion, we need to collect at least 10,000 data packets and 10,000 control packets.
In the last step, we select a packet from candidate packets (collected packets) and fill in the XPF. A PF with a GT of 0.5 is filled with 50% data packets and 50% control packets. Note that the 5:5 ratio data does not always have only one order or combination. There may be different combinations of completely different packets; some may consist of the same packets, but they may be completely different orders. Fill in the rest of XPF in same the way you filled in Figure 8 , and you're done. Figure  8 shows some of the PF s in XPF that have a GT of 0.5. In the sixth step, the PFs are once again expanded to N times eXtended PF (XPF). In this step, the PFs are not only expanded by N times, but the GT of each PF is increased by S steps. That is, S is incremented by S each loop (S = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, . . . , 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}). Figure 7 shows the result of step 6. In the third step, a cell is duplicated N times (N = 10) to make a PF. It is important to note that each cell is still empty. Another thing to note is the addition of Attribute GT under PF. PF is assigned a value in S in the fourth step.
In the last step, we select a packet from candidate packets (collected packets) and fill in the XPF. A PF with a GT of 0.5 is filled with 50% data packets and 50% control packets. Note that the 5:5 ratio data does not always have only one order or combination. There may be different combinations of completely different packets; some may consist of the same packets, but they may be completely different orders. Fill in the rest of XPF in same the way you filled in Figure 8 , and you're done. Figure  8 shows some of the PF s in XPF that have a GT of 0.5. If each step is successful, then the size of XPF becomes (Packet Size × N 3 ). In this example, N is 10 and packet size is 10, so the size of XPF is 10,000 bytes. Also, the total number of packets that can be contained in an XPF is 1000 (N 3 ). This means that we should have at least 20,000 training packets collected. A GT means an Rd. Therefore, a PF with a GT of 1.0 should only be filled with data packets. This means that we should have at least 10,000 data packets collected. In contrast, a PF with a GT of 0.0 should only be filled with control packets. Thus, in conclusion, we need to collect at least 10,000 data packets and 10,000 control packets.
In the last step, we select a packet from candidate packets (collected packets) and fill in the XPF. A PF with a GT of 0.5 is filled with 50% data packets and 50% control packets. Note that the 5:5 ratio data does not always have only one order or combination. There may be different combinations of completely different packets; some may consist of the same packets, but they may be completely Sensors 2020, 20, 1364 9 of 16 different orders. Fill in the rest of XPF in same the way you filled in Figure 8 , and you're done. Figure 8 shows some of the PF s in XPF that have a GT of 0.5. 
Experiment

Experimental Materials
By comparing the three environments and the dynamic partition environment that implemented the proposed algorithm, we verified the validity of the proposed algorithm. A rated static partition environment assumes a very ideal environment. It cannot exist in a real environment, because it assumes that you completely know the pattern of the data being collected. Therefore, in this experiment, we expected that the performance of a dynamic partition environment would be better than that of a static partition environment, and as close as possible to a rated static partition environment.
We believe that in adverse environments, such as deserts and lunar surfaces, climate data may change unpredictably, unlike in normal weather conditions. However, we use general weather data because we cannot currently collect data from adverse environments. In addition, there are some Smart Dust data already collected, but little information has been systematically collected by a reliable organization. Therefore, in this study, we use meteorological data in order to use the vast amounts of data collected by trusted agencies.
We simulated the environment for collecting data through the use of temperature sensors installed in various parts of Korea (Seoul, Daejeon, Daegu, Busan, Gwangju). The data transmitted by each node in the simulation uses the data of the last one year (April 2018~March 2019) provided by the Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) [20] and Open Data Portal [21] , which is converted to a 128-byte fixed length packet. Table 1 below shows samples of data collected from [20] and [21] . In addition, the hyper parameter IV of a dynamic partition environment is set to 0.01, considering the performance of the experimental specifications. The increase of control packets means that a new session connection is attempted or the nodes requiring signaling information increase (in this case, the data packets are relatively reduced). That is, a reduction in data packets indicates the leaving of a device, and an increase in control packets is an indicator of the reconnection of devices. Therefore, we varied the ratios of packets per interval in the experiment (the ratio of each interval is randomly determined) to reflect the dropout and reconnection of the devices (dust and Figure 8 . The first PF in XPF that has a GT of 0.5 (A packet whose first byte in a cell is 0 (1) is a control data packet).
Experiment
Experimental Materials
We simulated the environment for collecting data through the use of temperature sensors installed in various parts of Korea (Seoul, Daejeon, Daegu, Busan, Gwangju). The data transmitted by each node in the simulation uses the data of the last one year (April 2018~March 2019) provided by the Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) [20] and Open Data Portal [21] , which is converted to a 128-byte fixed length packet. Table 1 below shows samples of data collected from [20, 21] . In addition, the hyper parameter IV of a dynamic partition environment is set to 0.01, considering the performance of the experimental specifications. The increase of control packets means that a new session connection is attempted or the nodes requiring signaling information increase (in this case, the data packets are relatively reduced). That is, a reduction in data packets indicates the leaving of a device, and an increase in control packets is an indicator of the reconnection of devices. Therefore, we varied the ratios of packets per interval in the experiment (the ratio of each interval is randomly determined) to reflect the dropout and reconnection of the devices (dust and relay dust dives) in the simulation. To facilitate the viewing of the experimental results, result tables and graphs were arranged in order from low Rd.
We have performed experiments that prove a dynamic partition algorithm shows excellent performance, and looked for problems and complementary points. We created XPFs with 10,000 of the pre-collected 20,000 packets (10,000 data packets and 10,000 control packets) and used the remaining 10,000 data packets to verify the performance of the experiment. Tables 2 and 3 show the specifications under which the simulation is performed. Table 2 shows the specifications under which the learning algorithm operates in the simulation, and Table 3 is the specification in which the remaining parts are operated. The environments of this experiment are virtual environments, and all conditions except the learning part described above are the same. 
Environments
The DPDK system does not support the plane partitioning method [13] . Since there are few similar studies at present, to validate the proposed method we built a system to support the dual partitioning environment, a fixed plane partitioning environment using DPDK.
Previous research has examined the question of how to process control planes and data planes in physically independent processing nodes as a way to improve the system performance [13] [14] [15] . In particular, [14] shows that the processing performance increases when control planes and data planes exist in independent processing nodes. Therefore, in this paper, we have selected and constructed three architectures that reflected the characteristics of previous studies. The configured environments are as follows:
•
A dual environment that has both data and control plane on one processing node • A static partition environment in which one processing node has only one plane (data or control plane) at a moment • A rated static partition environment that has only one plane (data or control plane) at a moment and the ratio of planes at the same rate as the packets being generated in the system.
Since the environment in which DPDK is typically implemented [13] has both control planes and data planes to each of the processing nodes (servers in Figure 9 ), one processing node can process both kinds of packets [13] . We named this environment a dual environment (see Figure 9 ). In the environment in which a processing node is configured to process only one type of data or control packet, only one type of plane exists in the processing node [14] . We named this environment a static partition environment (see Figure 10 ). In a static partitioning environment, it has a fixed to the ratio of the specified plane. Thus, if packets are received at the same ratio as the system's plane ratio, they can perform as well as in an ideal environment as if future predictions are certain. However, performance is low in other situations except for certain situations in which the two ratios are coincidentally matched [13] . The environment in which the processing node processes only one type of packet and where the ratio of the packet rate to the processing node is very ideal, we named a rated static partition environment (see Figure 11 ). A rated static partition environment is not only an environment that assumes an ideal environment, but is also an environment that cannot be implemented in reality, because it cannot accurately determine the ratio of packets in continuous time. This ideal environment is the environment that it is hoped the performance of the proposed environment (the prediction algorithm for the dynamic plane) can approach. In the environment in which a processing node is configured to process only one type of data or control packet, only one type of plane exists in the processing node [14] . We named this environment a static partition environment (see Figure 10 ). In a static partitioning environment, it has a fixed to the ratio of the specified plane. Thus, if packets are received at the same ratio as the system's plane ratio, they can perform as well as in an ideal environment as if future predictions are certain. However, performance is low in other situations except for certain situations in which the two ratios are coincidentally matched [13] . In the environment in which a processing node is configured to process only one type of data or control packet, only one type of plane exists in the processing node [14] . We named this environment a static partition environment (see Figure 10 ). In a static partitioning environment, it has a fixed to the ratio of the specified plane. Thus, if packets are received at the same ratio as the system's plane ratio, they can perform as well as in an ideal environment as if future predictions are certain. However, performance is low in other situations except for certain situations in which the two ratios are coincidentally matched [13] . The environment in which the processing node processes only one type of packet and where the ratio of the packet rate to the processing node is very ideal, we named a rated static partition environment (see Figure 11 ). A rated static partition environment is not only an environment that assumes an ideal environment, but is also an environment that cannot be implemented in reality, because it cannot accurately determine the ratio of packets in continuous time. This ideal environment is the environment that it is hoped the performance of the proposed environment (the prediction algorithm for the dynamic plane) can approach. The environment in which the processing node processes only one type of packet and where the ratio of the packet rate to the processing node is very ideal, we named a rated static partition environment (see Figure 11 ). A rated static partition environment is not only an environment that assumes an ideal environment, but is also an environment that cannot be implemented in reality, because it cannot accurately determine the ratio of packets in continuous time. This ideal environment is the environment that it is hoped the performance of the proposed environment (the prediction algorithm for the dynamic plane) can approach. In the environment in which a processing node is configured to process only one type of data or control packet, only one type of plane exists in the processing node [14] . We named this environment a static partition environment (see Figure 10 ). In a static partitioning environment, it has a fixed to the ratio of the specified plane. Thus, if packets are received at the same ratio as the system's plane ratio, they can perform as well as in an ideal environment as if future predictions are certain. However, performance is low in other situations except for certain situations in which the two ratios are coincidentally matched [13] . The environment in which the processing node processes only one type of packet and where the ratio of the packet rate to the processing node is very ideal, we named a rated static partition environment (see Figure 11 ). A rated static partition environment is not only an environment that assumes an ideal environment, but is also an environment that cannot be implemented in reality, because it cannot accurately determine the ratio of packets in continuous time. This ideal environment is the environment that it is hoped the performance of the proposed environment (the prediction algorithm for the dynamic plane) can approach. Table 4 shows the number of processing bits per second when each system is applied. In the following tables and graphs, Rd is the ratio of data planes, which must be multiplied by 0.1 to get the same value as described above. The results of the experiment can be summarized as follows:
Experimental Results
(1) The dynamic partition environment shows about 88% the performance of the rated static partition environment (12% lower than the rated static partition environment). 
Comparison with the Dual Environment
The performance of the dynamic partition environment shows about a 72% increase compared to the performance of the dual environment. The performance of the dual environment is not as good as the performance of the dynamic partition environment due to data bottlenecks (see Figure 12 ). Table 4 shows the number of processing bits per second when each system is applied. In the following tables and graphs, Rd is the ratio of data planes, which must be multiplied by 0.1 to get the same value as described above. The results of the experiment can be summarized as follows:
Experimental Results
Comparison with the Dual Environment
The performance of the dynamic partition environment shows about a 72% increase compared to the performance of the dual environment. The performance of the dual environment is not as good as the performance of the dynamic partition environment due to data bottlenecks (see Figure 12 ). In the dual environment, control packets simultaneously received from multiple devices are requested to be processed by the processing node with the shortest waiting queue in the system. Since the control packets can be processed much faster than the data packets (because of DPDK), it seems unlikely to be a problem initially. However, when there is a large number of devices that are intermittently disconnected, the problem faces a new phase. The NIC's waiting queue is full of control packets when devices are reconnected. At this time, devices that are not disconnected still send data packets to the processing node. Processing nodes trying to process control packets have difficulty accommodating data packets. This means that the mixed packet problem has occurred (see Table 4 on sudden performance degradation when Rd is 5). The dynamic partition environment is robust against mixed packet problems (see row Rd 5 in Table 4 ).
Another indicator worthy of attention is the standard deviation. A bigger standard deviation means that there is a large performance difference depending on the type of packet. The dual environment has a standard deviation of about 218,451 and the dynamic partition environment has a standard deviation of about 136,229. When all of this is considered, it is clear that the dynamic partition environment performs better than the dual environment in almost all respects.
Comparison with the Static Partition Environment
The static partition environment solves this problem well, as it is a method designed to solve the mixed packet problem of the dual environment. However, the static partition environment poses the opposite problem to the dual environment. The performance issue related to extreme bottlenecks (see if Rd = 5 in Table 4 ) is resolved, but the performance of the remaining area is degraded. If Rd is 1, when there is a sudden flood of control packets, most of the control packets cannot be processed, so another bottleneck results (due to the lack of flexibility of the static partition environment). As can be seen in Figure 13 below, when Rd is set to 5, the performance of Rd at the pole (if Rd is 1 or 9) is degraded. In the dual environment, control packets simultaneously received from multiple devices are requested to be processed by the processing node with the shortest waiting queue in the system. Since the control packets can be processed much faster than the data packets (because of DPDK), it seems unlikely to be a problem initially. However, when there is a large number of devices that are intermittently disconnected, the problem faces a new phase. The NIC's waiting queue is full of control packets when devices are reconnected. At this time, devices that are not disconnected still send data packets to the processing node. Processing nodes trying to process control packets have difficulty accommodating data packets. This means that the mixed packet problem has occurred (see Table 4 on sudden performance degradation when Rd is 5). The dynamic partition environment is robust against mixed packet problems (see row Rd 5 in Table 4 ).
The static partition environment solves this problem well, as it is a method designed to solve the mixed packet problem of the dual environment. However, the static partition environment poses the opposite problem to the dual environment. The performance issue related to extreme bottlenecks (see if Rd = 5 in Table 4 ) is resolved, but the performance of the remaining area is degraded. If Rd is 1, when there is a sudden flood of control packets, most of the control packets cannot be processed, so another bottleneck results (due to the lack of flexibility of the static partition environment). As can be seen in Figure 13 below, when Rd is set to 5, the performance of Rd at the pole (if Rd is 1 or 9) is degraded. The standard deviation of a static partition environment is approximately 957,445, which is a larger performance interval than the dual environment and is a difference of more than 4 times from 218, 451, the standard deviation of the dynamic partition environment. Therefore, the dynamic partition environment performs better than the static partition environment in almost all respects. The standard deviation of a static partition environment is approximately 957,445, which is a larger performance interval than the dual environment and is a difference of more than 4 times from 218, 451, the standard deviation of the dynamic partition environment. Therefore, the dynamic partition environment performs better than the static partition environment in almost all respects.
Comparison with the Rated Static Partition Environment
As noted above, the rated static partition environment is capable of getting as close to the performance of the dynamic partition environment as possible. We do not want the performance of the dynamic partition environment to exceed the performance of the rated static partition environment, but we expect to see near equivalent performance. Our first goal was to achieve 90% of the performance of the rated static environment (see Figure 14 ). 
As noted above, the rated static partition environment is capable of getting as close to the performance of the dynamic partition environment as possible. We do not want the performance of the dynamic partition environment to exceed the performance of the rated static partition environment, but we expect to see near equivalent performance. Our first goal was to achieve 90% of the performance of the rated static environment (see Figure 14 ). Ultimately, we did not reach the target of 90%, but on average reached 88% (see Figure 14 and Figure 15 ). The standard deviation showed the remaining problem to be solved. The standard deviation of the rated static partition environment is 43,391.84, which is 1/3 that of the dynamic partition environment. The dynamic partition environment requires time to judge the pattern and tendency of the data, resulting in a difference in performance. That is, the above-described performance difference can be considered as a cost required for prediction. Figure 15 . Comparison between a rated static partition and the dynamic partition environment.
Conclusions
We have proposed a partitioning algorithm that can predict and process based on the ratio of packets occurring in the system to solve the mixed packet problem, which is a potential problem in Ultimately, we did not reach the target of 90%, but on average reached 88% (see Figures 14 and 15 ). The standard deviation showed the remaining problem to be solved. The standard deviation of the rated static partition environment is 43,391.84, which is 1/3 that of the dynamic partition environment. The dynamic partition environment requires time to judge the pattern and tendency of the data, resulting in a difference in performance. That is, the above-described performance difference can be considered as a cost required for prediction. 
Comparison with the Rated Static Partition Environment
Conclusions
We have proposed a partitioning algorithm that can predict and process based on the ratio of packets occurring in the system to solve the mixed packet problem, which is a potential problem in Figure 15 . Comparison between a rated static partition and the dynamic partition environment.
We have proposed a partitioning algorithm that can predict and process based on the ratio of packets occurring in the system to solve the mixed packet problem, which is a potential problem in the dual environment. In this process, when a general packet is given as training data, it is difficult to predict a ratio from the training data. As a solution, we designed a training data frame called the XPF to predict the proportion of the total data. That is, the XPF was used as a means to solve the mixed packet problem occurring in the dual environment. In addition, we introduced XPF, which transforms the discrete nature of packets into a collective property called ratio, and uses more of the acquired training data.
Using the proposed algorithm, we can improve the performance of the dual plane architecture in a smart dust environment where many devices are connected to generate a large amount of data.
We conducted comparative experiments with various system environments to validate the prediction algorithm through XPF. The performance of the proposed algorithm increases by about 72% compared to the dual environment that includes only DPDK. However, due to the cost of additional calculations, its performance dropped about 12% compared to the ideal environment that existed only theoretically. The evidence from the experiments highlights the importance of the computational cost needed to follow the ideal environment. Currently, the proposed system uses the ANN (Artificial Neural Network) as a predictive model. It is expected to offer an advantage in terms of performance, but considering the speed of learning and the cost of computation, it is hard to think of it as an optimal model. Therefore, further research should be carried out on predictive models and algorithms that can reduce computations and ensure certain levels of accuracy.
